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Transfers
Reaching and leaving Positano with public transportation is not easy for residents and can be even
more complicated for tourists due to the lack of direct shuttle services and to the multiplicity of
connections.
If required we are at your disposal to arrange a private luxury car from and to the Hotel through our
Officially Registered Companies, this will conveniently and stress less take you to the hotel straight
from your place of departure.
Do not hesitate to contact our Concierge to arrange our Private Transportation Service.
Our Bilingual Drivers will be pleased to lead you along the winding roads of our amazing Coast
among the most attractive in the world and to give you information on the main point of interests
or even stop at the most panoramic spots so that you can start to enjoy your vacation since the
journey.
http://www.covodeisaraceni.it/location/transfer-services/

FROM ROME
By Car
Exit Rome, turn right A24 towards and take the “Grande Raccordo Anulare” then, continue right
along A24 till Roma Est ticket purchase, turn right for A1 and continue right along A1/ E45 towards,
continue along E45/ “Autostrada Del Sole”, then continue along: A3 / E45, take the exit at
“Castellammare Di Stabia”, then turn left SS145 towards and follow the signs for “Sorrento – Positano
– Amalfi”, when in “Piano Di Sorrento” turn left SS163 towards and arrive in Positano. The average
travel time is approximately 4 hours.
Arriving by car, when in Positano you can use the facilities of our partner garage “Di Gennaro”,
which is located in “Piazza Dei Mulini” at the top of the pedestrian area approximately 600 meters
distant from the Spiaggia Grande (main beach) where the hotel is located. Our guests always find
places available there at an average cost of euro 25,00 per day, to be paid directly. For luggage
assistance you can refer to a parking attendant who will arrange for the porterage service at the
additional charge of euro 5,00 per piece (euro 10,00 per piece after 10.00 pm and before 07.00 am).

By Public Transportation
From Fiumicino Airport
You can take the “Leonardo express” train that will take you from the terminal
to the Rome Terminus station.
From Ciampino Airport
You can take a bus that will take you to Rome Terminus station.
Once in Rome Terminus Station you can take a train to Naples.
On arriving in “Piazza Garibaldi” Naples Central Train Station follow the signs for the
“Circumvesuviana” train toward Sorrento.This will take you in Sorrento in approximately an hour.

From Rome Tiburtina Station
The “Marozzi” Bus line will take you in Sorrento in approximately 4 hours.
Once at the “Circumvesuviana” railway station in Sorrento you will find the “Sita” Bus connection
to Positano-Amalfi, this will take you in Positano in one hour more time.
On reaching Positano you will have to get off at the Sita Bus Stop called “Sponda” ( the second one
coming from Sorrento) once you get there you can just walk down along 500 mtrs through “Via
Cristoforo Colombo” until you reach “Piazza Dei Mulini” which is the beginning of the pedestrian
area. Once in “Piazza dei Mulini” you can refer to our meeting point located c/o our Partner Garage
called “Di Gennaro Parking” where a parking attendant will be pleased to arrange for the porterage
service for your luggage if required (at a charge), from there continue walking approximately 600
meters to the “Spiaggia Grande“ (main beach) where the hotel is located.
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FROM NAPLES
By Car
From the highway A3 “Naples-Pompeii-Salerno”, “e45” towards, exit at “Castellammare Di Stabia”,
then turn left “SS145” towards, then follow the signs for “Sorrento – Positano – Amalfi”, when in
“Piano Di Sorrento” turn left “SS163” towards and arrive in Positano. The average travel time is
approximately 2 hours.
Arriving by car, when in Positano you can use the facilities of our partner garage “Di Gennaro”,
which is located in the “Piazza Dei Mulini” at the top of the pedestrian area approximately 600
meters distant from the Spiaggia Grande (main beach) where the hotel is located. Our Guests always
find places available there at an average cost of euro 25,00 per day, to be paid directly. For luggage
assistance you can refer to a parking attendant who will arrange for the porterage service at the
additional charge of euro 5,00 per piece (euro 10,00 per piece after 10.00 pm and before 07.00 am).

By Public Transportation
By Land
“Circumvesuviana “ Train + Bus
From Naples Capodichino Airport you can reach the Naples Train Station by the “Alibus” bus (Exit
terminal 1 , ticket on the Bus).
On arriving at Naples-Piazza Garibaldi Central Station, follow the signs for the “Circumvesuviana
Train” toward Sorrento. This will take you in Sorrento in approximately an hour; at the
“Circumvesuviana” railway station you will find the “Sita” bus connection for Positano-Amalfi,
it will take you in Positano in one hour more time.
Only Bus
From Naples Capodichino Airport take the “Curreri” bus line to Sorrento, you’ ll be able to
purchase the ticket on the bus directly. You will be in Sorrento in approximately an hour.
On reaching Positano you will have to get off at the Sita Bus Stop called “Sponda” ( the second one
coming from Sorrento) once you get there you can just walk down along 500 mtrs through “Via
Cristoforo Colombo” until you reach “Piazza Dei Mulini” which is the beginning of the pedestrian
area.
Once in Piazza dei Mulini you can refer to our meeting point located c/o our Partner Garage called
“Di Gennaro Parking” where a parking attendant will be pleased to arrange for the porterage
service for your luggage if required (at a charge), from there continue walking approximately 600
meters to the “Spiaggia Grande“ (main beach) where the hotel is located.

By Sea
By Public Ferry
From Naples Capodichino airport catch the “Alibus” and get off at the “Piazza Municipio” stop to
reach the “Molo Beverello” dock:
From “Piazza Garibaldi” Naples Central Station there are various types of public transportation and
also the “Alibus” that connect you to the “Molo Beverello” dock.
In summer there are convenient connections by sea with Hydrofoils and Ferries that leave from
Naples “Molo Beverello” to Sorrento.
Once in Sorrento pier you will be able to get a further ferry connection taking you straight to
Positano main pier exactly where our Hotel is located.
By Our Private Boat Transfer
Start your holiday soon since the travel getting on board of our beautiful Hotel Yacht, a 13,50mt
length Airon Marine, equipped with every comfort. From Naples Molo Beverello our Captain
will take you straight to the Hotel Dock in Positano discovering on your way the main spot of
interests along the Sorrento Coast and all the secret beaches where you can stop for swimming and
snorkelling in crystal clear waters.
Do not hesitate to contact our Concierge for request of availability and quotations.
http://www.covodeisaraceni.it/concierge/boat-rental/
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FROM SALERNO
By Car
From the Salerno – Reggio Calabria highway, exit Salerno toward Vietri Sul Mare then, follow the
Coast Road passing Cetara, Maiori, Minori, Atrani, Amalfi and Praiano, along a narrow, winding road
that is among the most attractive in the world, you will arrive in Positano. The average travel time is
approximately 2 hours.
Arriving by car, when in Positano you can use the facilities of our partner garage “Di Gennaro”,
which is located in the “Piazza Dei Mulini” at the top of the pedestrian area approximately 600
meters distant from the Spiaggia Grande (main beach) where the hotel is located. Our guests always
find places available there at an average cost of euro 25,00 per day, to be paid directly. For luggage
assistance you can refer to a parking attendant who will arrange for the porterage service at the
additional charge of euro 5,00 per piece (euro 10,00 per piece after 10.00 pm and before 07.00 am).

By Public Transportation
By Land
From Salerno train station you can take the “Sita” bus to Amalfi this will take 1 hour and half;
then, once in Amalfi, you will take a further “Sita” bus Connection to Positano taking
approximately one hour.
On reaching Positano you will have to get off at the Sita Bus Stop called “Sponda” (the first one
coming from Amalfi) once you get there you can just walk down along 500 mtrs through “Via
Cristoforo Colombo” until you reach “Piazza Dei Mulini” which is the beginning of the pedestrian area.
Once in Piazza dei Mulini you can refer to our meeting point located c/o our Partner Garage called
“Di Gennaro Parking” where a parking attendant will be pleased to arrange for the porterage
service for your luggage if required (at a charge), from there continue walking approximately 600
meters to the “Spiaggia Grande“ (main beach) where the hotel is located.

By Sea
By Public Ferry
Direct Ferry Connections will easily take you straight from Salerno port to Positano main pier
exactly where our Hotel is located.
By Our Private Boat Transfer
Start your holiday soon since the journey, get on board of our Hotel Yacht, a beautiful 13,50mt
length Airon marine, equipped with every comfort and enjoy a beautiful and confortable journey,
from Salerno port our Captain will take you directly to the Hotel Dock discovering on your way the
beauties of our amazing Amalfi Coast and the secret beaches where you can stop for swimming and
snorkelling in crystal clear waters.
Do not hesitate to contact us for request of availability and quotations.
http://www.covodeisaraceni.it/concierge/boat-rental/
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